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Your iReport: Advanced Eye Care
Thank you for choosing Optical Express for your recent eye examination.
I am pleased to present you with your personalised iScan: advanced eye care report - exclusive to Optical Express,
iScan is a one-of-a-kind diagnostic report that reveals the unique characteristics of your eyes.
Your eye examination comprised of a series of diagnostic screenings:
Auto-Refractor

A computer determined measurement of your eye prescription is calculated by how light is changed as it enters
the eye, using a sophisticated pupil imaging method.
As the UK's only provider of complete eyecare solutions from glasses and contact lenses to laser eye surgery and lens
surgery, over £400 million has been invested in our technology and our clinics to ensure our clinicians have access to
the most advanced technological innovations in eye care.
Your world is amazing... we’ll help you see it that way.

Your iPrescription: Refraction
Optical measurements are used to understand your vision as a formula that becomes your eye prescription.
This formula is used to create the lenses for your glasses or contact lenses to correct your vision, allowing you to see
clearly. A more in-depth eye prescription is required to determine if eye surgery can correct your vision and would
require you to attend an in-depth consultation.
Unaided Vision

Right Eye

Left Eye

What you see without your glasses or contact lenses

Binocular
What you see with both eyes together

Distance Visual Acuity

6/5

6/5

6/5

6/9.5

6/9.5

6/9.5

Right Eye

Left Eye

Sphere

+0.25

+0.25

Cyl

0.00

0.00

6/6

6/6

Near Visual Acuity
Vision With Eye Prescription

Axis
Distance Visual Acuity
Click here to understand your eye prescription

Your iHealth: Ophthalmic
Your eyes are an important part of your health and we have performed a thorough examination of the anterior (outer)
and posterior (inner) of your eyes with the following results:

Outer Eye

Right Eye

Left Eye

Eyelids

Clear And Healthy

Clear And Healthy

Cornea

Clear And Healthy

Clear And Healthy

Conjunctiva

Clear And Healthy

Clear And Healthy

Lens

Normal For Patient Age

Normal For Patient Age

Pupil

Pupils Equal In Size And
Reactive To Light

Pupils Equal In Size And
Reactive To Light

Right Eye

Left Eye

Inner Eye
Optic Nerve Head Appearance

Healthy NRR & Margins

Healthy NRR & Margins

0.25

0.25

Optic Nerve Head Colour

Normal

Normal

Macula

Normal

Normal

Peripheral Retina Evaluation

Normal

Normal

Healthy Calibre And
Pathways

Healthy Calibre And
Pathways

Cup to Optic Nerve Head Disc Ratio

Blood Vessel Appearance

Complete

Complete

Your Recommendations
Optical Solution: Glasses
In every Optical Express clinic you’ll find a huge range of frames, including top designer brands. We source our
frames from all over the world to ensure that every patient not only receives a great selection but also benefits from
very competitive pricing. Our experienced optical advisors are on hand to give guidance on what frames suit both
your face shape and colouring. With thousands of frames to choose from, there’s something to suit every style and
budget.
Lens Options
The simplest type of lens, single vision lenses correct one type of vision error for either near or distance vision.
Bifocal lenses allow separate distance and reading prescriptions to be corrected by one lens, typically the top
portion corrects distance vision and a smaller portion at the bottom of the lens corrects reading vision.
Varifocal lenses combine both a distance and reading prescription in the one lens with a seamless transition that
also permits a portion of the lens to view objects at arms-length, such as a computer screen.
Lens materials are available in varying weight, thickness and functions; deciding on the lens most suited to your
prescription is very much dependant on your own personal taste as well as the visual acuity you can achieve.
Optical Express only offer lenses from leading manufacturers including BBGR, Oracle and Zeiss, as these lenses are
manufactured to the highest standards using state-of-the-art technology.
Lens Enhancements
Whether you wear glasses every day or only during certain activities such as reading or driving, when purchasing
new glasses you should consider both their purpose and external factors that may affect their wear and tear... such
as our hectic lifestyle or weather conditions.
There are a number of lens enhancements that can improve the performance of your lenses not just in vision clarity,
but also their durability.
Optical Express can provide a number of lens enhancements to suit your needs.
Find out more

Alternative Eyecare Solutions
Have your eyes tested as regularly as recommended by your optometrist (usually every two years). Optometrists can
diagnose not just problems with sight, but major health issues too such as high blood pressure, diabetes and many
others… so it’s important to have a regular, comprehensive eye test.
At Optical Express we provide eyecare for all ages: from a child’s first eye test, we ensure your vision remains
healthy, throughout your life. The whole family can rely on us to look after one of your most precious senses
– your sight.
Other Services
Sunglasses
Optical Express recommends eye protection to help keep your eyes healthy by protecting them from the ultraviolet
radiation (UV) rays which can lead to several serious eye problems. Sunglasses are protective eyewear that are
primarily worn to prevent bright sunlight from damaging or causing discomfort to your eyes, but they can also be a
must-have fashion accessory. Optical Express offers sunglasses from designers such as Gucci, Police, Ray Ban and
Tom Ford.
Thankfully, the choice of frames available for prescription sunglasses is now as wide and varied as standard frames
which allow us to choose a frame that suits our own personal style and make sure your eyes are fully protected
from the sun’s harmful UV rays.
Sunglasses that protect eyes against UVA and UVB are essential, whether you wear regular or prescription
sunglasses make sure they are British Standard approved to guarantee sufficient UV protection.
All sunglasses at Optical Express come with full UVA and UVB protection.
Sports Vision
If you are looking to improve your sporting performance as a professional athlete or enthusiastic amateur, we can
help you get the most out of your eyes and your game. It is estimated that over 95% of the information we use
during sport comes from our vision. However, many people who participate in sport never think to get their eyes
tested.
Being able to see well and maximise your vision is key to performing well and enjoying your game.
It is important to include your eyes as part of your training regime. Sports Vision is designed to not only maximise
your performance but to ensure sporting activity is both safe and enjoyable.
Coloured Contact Lenses
For a quick and easy way to create a new look, coloured lenses are available in both daily and monthly options in a
wide range of colours.

Optical Express: Top Reasons To Choose Us
As the UK's largest eyecare provider, Optical Express continually invests in the latest technology and have
experienced corneal specialists working alongside our optometrists, making us a smart choice for eye care
solutions.
1. We are the only eyecare provider to offer patients a complete eyecare solution, from glasses and contact
lenses to laser eye surgery and lens surgery.
2. Over £400million has been invested in our clinics and state-of the-art technology.
3. Across our clinics, our team of experienced optometrists carries out thousands of comprehensive eye tests
every week.
4. We have a huge range of frames, including top designer brands and our expert staff are on hand to ensure
you find the right frame to suit your style and budget.
5. We only offer lenses from the leading manufacturers, using state-of-the-art technology.
6. As the only complete eyecare provider in Europe, Optical Express are perfectly positioned to provide you
with your best possible visual outcome.

Optical Express: a world of advanced eyecare

